RICE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL MATHEMATICS PROJECT

FALL WORKSHOP

Saturday, October 25, 1997
Herring Hall, Rice University Campus

8:30 - 8:55 a.m.  CHECK IN and COFFEE

9:00 - 9:45 a.m.  Lesson Planning for the 21st Century:
Cooperative Planning for Instruction
Betty Herbert, RUSMP Associate Director of Curriculum and Instruction

9:45 - 10:00 a.m.  COFFEE BREAK

10:00 - 10:50  PRESENTATIONS BY RUSMP PERSONNEL

Herring Hall 101  Elementary  Shaping-Up with Math
Susan Troutman and Paulette Dukerich

Herring Hall 124  Middle School  Exploring the Coordinate Plane
Sharon Gordon and Jackie Sack

Herring Hall 115  High School  Are you making the minutes count or are you counting the minutes?
Mable Humphrey and Jose Montes

11:00 - 11:50  PRESENTATIONS BY RUSMP PERSONNEL

Herring Hall 101  Elementary  Around the Inside
Susan Hemphill

Herring Hall 115  Middle School  “Sizing-Up” Containers – Investigating Volume and Surface Area
Betsy Shipper and Sarah Ptomey

Herring Hall 124  High School  Multiple Representation of Data
Jan Casey and David Grai

Noon - 1:00 p.m.  LUNCH in Sammy’s
(Please RSVP lunch and grade level to the Project Office at 713-527-6076.)